ABSTRACT. In this paper we develop fundamental tools and methods to study meromorphic functions in an equivariant setup. As our main result we construct quotients of Rosenlicht-type for Stein spaces acted upon holomorphically by complex-reductive Lie groups and their algebraic subgroups. In particular, we show that in this setup invariant meromorphic functions separate orbits in general position. Applications to almost homogeneous spaces and principal orbit types are given. Furthermore, we use the main result to investigate the relation between holomorphic and meromorphic invariants for reductive group actions. As one important step in our proof we obtain a weak equivariant analogue of Narasimhan's embedding theorem for Stein spaces.
INTRODUCTION
One of the fundamental results relating invariant theory and the geometry of algebraic group actions is Rosenlicht's Theorem [Ros56, Thm. 2]: for any action of a linear algebraic group on an algebraic variety there exists a finite set of invariant rational functions that separate orbits in general position. Moreover, there exists a rational quotient, i.e., a Zariski-open invariant subset on which the action admits a geometric quotient. It is the purpose of this paper to study meromorphic functions invariant under holomorphic group actions and to construct quotients of Rosenlicht-type in the analytic category.
Examples of non-algebraic holomorphic actions of C * on projective surfaces with nowhere Hausdorff orbit space show that even in the compact analytic case an analogue of Rosenlicht's Theorem does not hold without further assumptions. If a complex-reductive group acts meromorphically on a compact Kähler space (and more generally a compact complex space of class C ), existence of meromorphic quotients was shown by Lieberman [Lie78] and Fujiki [Fuj78] .
As a natural starting point in the non-compact case we consider group actions on spaces with rich function theory such as Stein spaces. Actions of reductive groups and their subgroups on these spaces are known to possess many features of algebraic group actions. However, while the holomorphic invariant theory in this setup is well understood, cf. [Hei91], invariant meromorphic functions until now have been less studied.
In this paper we develop fundamental tools to study meromorphic functions in an equivariant setup. We use these tools to prove the following result, which provides a natural generalisation of Rosenlicht's Theorem to Stein spaces with actions of complex-reductive groups. 
Main Theorem. Let H < G be an algebraic subgroup of a complex-reductive Lie group G and let X be a

) the H-invariant meromorphic functions on X separate the H-orbits in Ω.
The idea of proof is to first establish a weak equivariant analogue of Remmert's and Narasimhan's embedding theorem for Stein spaces [Nar60] . More precisely, given a G-irreducible Stein G-space we prove the existence of a G-equivariant holomorphic map into a finite-dimensional G-representation space V that is a proper embedding when restricted to a big Zariski-open G-invariant subset, see Proposition 5.2. Since the G-action on V is algebraic, we may then apply Rosenlicht's Theorem to this linear action. Subsequently, a careful comparison of algebraic and holomorphic geometric quotients allows us to carry over the existence of a Rosenlicht-type quotient from V to X.
The geometric quotient constructed in this paper provides us with a new and effective tool to investigate invariant meromorphic functions on Stein spaces. In the following we shortly describe two typical applications of our main result.
Given a Stein G-space we show that every invariant meromorphic function is a quotient of two invariant holomorphic functions precisely if the generic fibre of the natural invariant-theoretic quotient π : X → X/ /G contains a dense orbit, see Theorem 3.5. An important class of examples for this situation consists of representation spaces of semisimple groups G.
An important fundamental result of Richardson [Ric74] states that in every connected Stein Gmanifold there exists an open and dense subset on which all isotropy groups are conjugate in G. Under further assumptions on the group action we use the Main Theorem to sharpen Richardson's result by showing that there exists a Zariski-open subset on which the conjugacy class of stabiliser groups is constant, see Proposition 3.11. In particular, for every effective torus action on a Stein manifold we find a Zariski-open subset that is a principal fibre bundle over the meromorphic quotient, cf. Remark 3.14. This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the necessary background on actions of complex-reductive groups and on related notions of quotient spaces. Furthermore, we shortly discuss the main technical tools used in this paper. In Sections 3 and 4 we give applications of the Main Theorem as well as some examples which illustrate that the result does not hold for nonalgebraic subgroups of G. In Section 5 we establish the Weak Equivariant Embedding Theorem, before we prove the Main Theorem in the final Sections 6 and 7.
PRELIMINARIES: DEFINITIONS AND TOOLS
In the following, all complex spaces are assumed to be reduced and to have countable topology. If F is a sheaf on a complex space X, and U ⊂ X is an open subset, then F (U) denotes the set of sections of F over U. By definition, analytic subsets of complex spaces are closed. Furthermore, an algebraic group is by definition linear algebraic, i.e., a closed algebraic subgroup of some GL N (C).
Actions of Lie groups.
If L is a real Lie group, then a complex L-space Z is a complex space with a real-analytic action α :
If X is at the same time a Stein space and a holomorphic L-space, we shortly say that X is a Stein L-space. A complex L-space is called L-irreducible if L acts transitively on the set of irreducible components of X. Note that in this case X is automatically pure-dimensional. If the set X/L of L-orbits can be endowed with the structure of a complex space such that the quotient map p : X → X/L is holomorphic, then X is L-irreducible if and only if X/L is irreducible. In particular, under this condition M X/L (X/L) and M X (X) L are fields.
Geometric quotients.
One of the main tasks in the proof of the Main Theorem is the construction of a geometric quotients for the action of complex Lie groups on complex spaces in the sense of the following definition.
Definition 2.1. Let L be a complex Lie group and let X be a holomorphic L-space. A geometric quotient for the action of L on X is a holomorphic map p : X → Q onto a complex space Q such that
2) Q has the quotient topology with respect to p,
If a geometric quotient p : X → Q for the action of L exists, we can identify Q with the set of L-orbits in X and we will often write X/L instead of Q. The map p : X → Q has the following universality property: for any G-invariant holomorphic map φ : X → Y into a complex space Y there exists a uniquely defined holomorphic map φ : Q → Y such that φ = φ • p. We call a geometric quotient p : X → Q universal with respect to invariant analytic subsets if for every such set A ⊂ X the restriction p| A : A → p(A) is a geometric quotient for the L-action on A. Note that p(A) is always an analytic subset of Q, see Lemma 6.1. Remark 2.2. We also use the corresponding concepts in the algebraic category. Note that in this case item (2) of Definition 2.1 requires the quotient to have the quotient Zariski-topology with respect to the map p.
The following general existence result for geometric quotients in the algebraic category by Rosenlicht is the starting point of this paper. 
An analytic Hilbert quotient of a holomorphic G-space X is unique up to biholomorphism once it exists, and we will denote it by X/ /G. This is the natural analogue of the concept of good quotient or categorical quotient in Algebraic Geometry, cf. [BB02, Ch. 3]. Moreover, if X is an algebraic Gvariety with a good quotient π : X → X/ /G, then the associated map π h : X h → (X/ /G) h is an analytic Hilbert quotient, see [Lun76] . If X is a Stein G-space, then the analytic Hilbert quotient π : X → X/ /G exists, see [Sno82] , [Hei91] . It has the following properties, cf. [HMP98] :
(1) Given a G-invariant holomorphic map φ : X → Z to a complex space Z, there exists a unique holomorphic map φ : It follows that two points x, x ′ ∈ X have the same image in X/ /G if and only if there is a natural correspondence between meromorphic functions on a (pure-dimensional) complex space X and so-called meromorphic graphs, i.e., graphs of meromorphic maps from X to P 1 = C ∪ {∞} that do not map any irreducible component of X to ∞. For a meromorphic function f on X we denote by P f the pole variety of f . It is a nowhere dense analytic subset of X, and the smallest subset of X such that f is holomorphic on X \ P f . We set dom( f ) := X \ P f and we call it the domain of definition of f .
Suppose now that a complex Lie group L acts on a complex space X. Then we have an induced action of L on the algebra M X (X) of meromorphic functions as follows. Let f be a meromorphic function on X with graph Γ f ⊂ X × P 1 . The group L acts on X × P 1 by the L-action on the first factor. Given g ∈ L, we define a new meromorphic graph 
APPLICATIONS
In the following sections we give applications of the Main Theorem to almost-homogeneous spaces (Section 3.1), to the problem of realising meromorphic invariants as quotients of holomorphic invariants (Section 3.2), to holomorphically convex spaces with actions of compact groups (Section 3.3), to the existence of principal orbits types (Section 3.4), and to actions of unipotent groups (Section 3.5).
3.1. Characterising almost-homogeneous spaces. Using Rosenlicht's Theorem, we see that an algebraic variety is almost-homogeneous for a group G acting on X if and only if every G-invariant rational function on X is constant. As a corollary of our main result we obtain the corresponding result in the complex-analytic category:
Proposition 3.
Let X be a Stein G-space and let H be an algebraic subgroup of G. Then H has an open orbit in X if and only if
Remark 3.2. Note that this can also be proven without using the Main Theorem: in case
Cor. 5.6] implies that X naturally carries the structure of an affine algebraic G-variety. Consequently, X is almost-homogeneous by Rosenlicht's Theorem, see Theorem 2.3.
The connection between holomorphic and meromorphic invariants. Let
Using our main result, in this section we describe the image of π * in M X (X) G and we characterise those spaces for which π * is an isomorphism. Furthermore, we give examples why in general this cannot be expected. It follows that in most situations the information encoded in the Rosenlichtype quotient constructed in the Main Theorem cannot be recovered from the analytic Hilbert quotient X/ /G.
The following result characterises the image of π * in M X (X) G .
Proposition 3.3. Let X be a G-irreducible Stein G-space with analytic Hilbert quotient
then by the universal properties of the analytic Hilbert quotient there exist holomorphic functionsp andq on X/ /G such p = π * p and q = π * q , respectively. Consequently, f is the pull-back of the meromorphic functionp 
The following example shows that the inclusion (3.1) is strict in general.
Example 3.4. Consider the action of C * on C 2 by scalar multiplication. Then, the meromorphic function f (z, w) = z/w is C * -invariant. However, the analytic Hilbert quotient is π : C 2 → {point}, so that f is not the pull-back of a meromorphic function via π. In order to construct an example for a semisimple group action from this one, let T < G = SL 2 (C) be the maximal torus of diagonal matrices. Consider the diagonal action of T on the product G × C 2 , where T ∼ = C * acts on C 2 by scalar multiplication as above. The group G acts holomorphically on the quotient
The following result characterises those Stein G-spaces for which any meromorphic invariant is a quotient of two holomorphic invariants, i.e., those spaces for which π * is an isomorphism. 
Before we prove Theorem 3.5 we list a few typical situations where it can be applied.
Corollary 3.6. Let X be a G-irreducible Stein G-space with analytic Hilbert quotient
Proof. Under the hypotheses of the corollary, there exists a non-empty Zariski-open subset U ⊂ X/ /G such that for all q ∈ U the fibre π −1 (q) consists of a single G-orbit. Hence, Theorem 3.5 applies.
Corollary 3.7. Let G be a semisimple algebraic group and let X be a G-irreducible affine algebraic G-variety with factorial coordinate ring. Then
Remark 3.8. The assumptions of Corollary 3.7 are in particular fulfilled for X = V a representation space of a semisimple group. 
h of complex spaces is the analytic Hilbert quotient of the Stein space X h , Theorem 3.5 applies.
In the remainder of the present section we prove Theorem 3.5.
Proof of Theorem 3.5. The implication b) ⇒ a) is clear. As a second step we prove a) ⇒ b). Let S max ⊂ X/ /G be the maximal slice-type stratum, cf. Section 2.3, and let X max = π −1 (S max ). Since S max is dense in X/ /G, there exists a point q ∈ U ∩ S max . Recall from Proposition 2.4 that the map π| X max realises X max as a holomorphic fibre bundle over S max with typical fibre π −1 (q). It therefore follows from the assumption in a) that for every q ′ ∈ S max the fibre π −1 (q ′ ) contains a dense G-orbit.
Next we prove c) ⇒ b). Suppose on the contrary that the fibre π −1 (q) does not contain a dense G-orbit for any q ∈ S max . Let Ω be a Zariski-open subset with geometric quotient whose existence is guaranteed by the Main Theorem. We may assume that Ω is contained in X max .
Since Ω is Zariski-open and dense in X max , for generic q ∈ S max the intersection
is Zariski-open and dense in π −1 (q). By assumption, this intersection therefore contains two distinct G-orbits
By part (5) of the Main Theorem, there exist an f ∈ M X (X) G whose values at x 1 and x 2 are well-defined and distinct. Consequently, f is not contained in Im(π * ), a contradiction.
Finally, we prove implication b) ⇒ c). We first study the local geometry of the quotient map π : X → X/ /G under the hypotheses of b). As in the previous paragraph, let Ω be a Zariskiopen subset with geometric quotient p : Ω → Q. Without loss of generality we may assume that Ω ⊂ X max . Let x 0 ∈ Ω be chosen such that p(x 0 ) and π(x 0 ) are smooth points of Q and X/ /G, respectively, and such that G • x 0 is dense in π −1 π(x 0 ) . Since π| X max : X max → S max is a holomorphic fibre bundle there exists a local holomorphic section σ :
The situation is sketched in Figure 1 .
open orbit closed orbit FIGURE 1. The local geometry of the quotient map
⊂ Ω is open and that π| U : U → U parametrises the G-orbits in U set-theoretically. Since Q carries the quotient topology with respect to p, the set p( U) is an open neighbourhood of p(x) in Q. By the choice of x 0 , shrinking U if necessary, we may assume that both U and U are smooth. Since π is a G-invariant holomorphic map, its restriction to Ω induces a uniquely defined holomorphic map π : Q → X/ /G such that the diagram
commutes. By construction, the induced map π| p( U) : p( U) → U is a holomorphic bijection between complex manifolds, hence biholomorphic.
Let now f ∈ M X (X) G be given, and let Γ f ⊂ X × P 1 be its graph. It is our aim to show that f descends to a meromorphic function on X/ /G. The idea of the proof is to show that the image π(P f ) of the pole variety P f of f is nowhere dense in X/ /G in order to apply Proposition 5.2 of [Gre10a] . To this end, we consider the restricted functions
Proof of the subclaim. Denote the graph of f | π −1 (U) by Γ ′ , and set Γ := Γ ′ ∩ ( U × P 1 ). Note that Γ coincides with the graph of f | U . We define Π :
The map Π is an analytic Hilbert quotient, and P is a geometric quotient for the respective G-actions on π −1 (U) × P 1 and U × P 1 . With this notation we summarise our setup in the following commutative diagram
The function f | U descends to a meromorphic function on p( U) ⊂ Q with graph P( Γ), cf. the proof of part (1) of Proposition 7.2. Furthermore, we note that Π P( Γ) is analytic, hence closed in U × P 1 . From this and the fact that Γ is Zariski-open, hence dense in the G-irreducible space Γ ′ it follows that
Here, · denotes the topological closure in U × P 1 . Consequently, Π(Γ ′ ) is a meromorphic graph over U associated with a meromorphic functionf
Finally, we consider the pole variety P f of f and its image π(P f ) in X/ /G. Note that π(P f ) ∩ U coincides with the image under π of the pole variety of f | π −1 (U) . The subclaim implies that
is analytic in the irreducible complex space X/ /G, we deduce that π(P f ) is nowhere dense in X/ /G. By Proposition 5.2 in [Gre10a] , this implies that the image of Γ f under the map π × id P 1 : X × P 1 → X/ /G × P 1 is a meromorphic graph over X/ /G and that f descends to X/ /G. This completes the proof of b) ⇒ c).
3.3. Holomorphically convex K-spaces. In this section we consider applications of the main result to spaces without actions of complex groups, e.g. bounded domains.
Proposition 3.9. Let X be a K-irreducible complex K-space of dimension n and set Remark 3.10. Proposition 3.9 in particular applies to strongly pseudoconvex (also called 1-convex) complex spaces or, more generally, to holomorphically convex spaces whose Remmert reduction is a proper modification. Remarks 3.12.
(1) The assumption on the stabiliser groups is equivalent to the requirement that the normaliser N G (G x ) be reductive, see [RV04, proof of Thm. 1.2(ii)].
(2) The assumption on the stabiliser groups is automatically fulfilled by any commutative reductive group acting on a connected Stein manifold.
As a special case of Proposition 3.11 we explicitly note the result for the case of generically free actions. 3.5. Unipotent groups. In this section we discuss consequences of our main result for actions of unipotent groups.
Proposition 3.16. Let H < G be a unipotent algebraic subgroup of a complex-reductive Lie group and let X be a Stein G-space. Then, every H-orbit in X is closed. Furthermore, the topological quotient X/H is generically Hausdorff and there exists a H-invariant Zariski-open dense subset U of X such that the restriction of the topological quotient p : X → X/H to U is a geometric quotient in the category of complex spaces.
Proof. Assuming that every H-orbit is closed, the remaining statements follow directly from the Main Theorem. So, let H • x ⊂ X be any H-orbit. Then, clearly H • x ⊂ G • x. However, the fibre π −1 π(x) ⊃ G • x of the analytic Hilbert quotient π : X → X/ /G carries a natural affine algebraic structure with respect to which the G-action is algebraic, see [Sno82, Cor. 5.6]. Since H < G is algebraic by assumption, by the corresponding result in the affine algebraic case (which is proven for example in [Bir71, Appendix]) the orbit H • x is closed in π −1 π(x) and hence in X. In the following we are going to describe examples showing that the assumption made in the Main Theorem are indeed necessary to obtain a positive answer to both questions.
In the Main Theorem it is assumed that the group H under discussion is an algebraic subgroup of a reductive group acting on X. The following examples show that this algebraicity assumption is indeed necessary in order to obtain a geometric quotient. All these examples deal with actions of discrete groups, which we denote by Γ instead of H. Example 4.1. Let G = C * × C * and let Γ ∼ = Z 2 be the discrete subgroup generated by the elements e and e −π . Furthermore, consider the subgroup M = diag(C * ). Then, the quotient X = G/M is isomorphic to C * via the map [(z, w)] → z/w, and the induced Z 2 -action is given by (m 1 , m 2 ) • z = e m 1 +m 2 π . For this action there does not even exist an open subset of C * that admits a Hausdorff topological quotient.
Note that the action of the ambient reductive group G is not effective in the above example. The next example shows that even if the G-action is effective geometric quotients for non-algebraic subgroups might not exist. The Γ-action on X = G/T in this realization is induced by conjugation. As an auxiliary tool, we are going to consider the induced action of C and of the discrete subgroup Z < C on X given by the embedding of C into SL 2 (C) as upper triangular matrices. Explicitly, for t ∈ C we obtain
Let now U be any Γ-invariant Zariski-open subset of X. Since there are no Γ-invariant analytic hypersurfaces in G (see [Ahi82] , or [HO84, §2.2, Ex.2] for an elementary proof) there are no such hypersurfaces in X either. Consequently, the complement A := X \ U has pure codimension two in X, i.e., A is a discrete set of points. The map p : X → C, p(x, y, z) = z is C-invariant, the fibre p −1 (a) for a = 0 consists of a single orbit. However, the fiber p −1 (0) is the union of the two Corbits C • (1, 0, 0) = {(1, y, 0) ; y ∈ C} and C • (−1, 0, 0) = {(−1, y, 0) ; y ∈ C}, which cannot be separated by C-invariant open neighbourhoods. Hence, X/C is not Hausdorff.
We show by direct calculation that U/Γ is not Hausdorff, either. Since A consists of isolated points, there exists y 0 ∈ C \ Q such that both (1, y 0 , 0) and (−1, y 0 , 0) are contained in U. Using that y 0 is irrational, one checks by direct computation that these two points lie in different Γ-orbits. We are going to show that the orbits Γ 
If W is any open neighbourhood of (−1, y 0 , 0) in U, then by the above computation m • p m ∈ W for m ≫ 0. Since the Z-orbits of the p m are contained in the corresponding Γ-orbits, every Γ-invariant neighbourhood V of (1, y 0 , 0) thus intersects every open neighbourhood W of (−1, y 0 , 0), so U/Γ cannot be Hausdorff.
As a concluding remark, note that by removing the fibre p −1 (0) from X we obtain a Zariski-open C-invariant subset of X on which the C-action admits a Hausdorff quotient, in accordance with Rosenlicht's Theorem and with the main result of this paper.
In the case of non-algebraic subgroups acting on Stein manifolds the invariant meromorphic functions do not necessarily separate generic orbits, even if a meromorphic quotient exists. This is exemplified in the following.
Example 4.3.
We consider the subgroup Γ := SL 2 (Z) of SL 2 (C) acting on the Stein manifold X = SL 2 (C) by γ • g = gγ −1 . Then, the action is proper and free, and hence the geometric quotient X/Γ exists. Let U be any Γ-invariant analytically Zariski-open subset of X. Then U/Γ exists and is biholomorphic to the image of U in the quotient X/Γ. Using that there are no Γ-invariant hypersurfaces in SL 2 (C) we see that the complement of U in X has no codimension-one components. It follows that every Γ-invariant meromorphic function on U extends to a Γ-invariant meromorphic function on the whole of X by Levi's Theorem. However, because of the non-existence of invariant hypersurfaces, the pole variety of every Γ-invariant meromorphic function on X is empty. Hence, every such function is holomorphic, and therefore constant.
A WEAK EQUIVARIANT EMBEDDING THEOREM
In the following let X be a G-irreducible Stein G-space for a complex-reductive Lie group G. The main technical ingredient in the proof of our main result is an equivariant version of the following result of Remmert and Narasimhan: In the folllowing we will investigate to what extend there exists an equivariant version of this fundamental result.
Suppose that the Stein G-space X admits an equivariant Narasimhan map φ : X → V into a finitedimensional G-representation space V. In this situation the stratification of X/ /G into orbit-types is necessarily finite. In contrast, Heinzner [Hei88, Sect. 3] has given an example of a Stein C * -manifold that contains a sequence of points {x n } lying in closed C * -orbits and having isotropy groups C * x n = Z p n , where {p n } is a sequence of prime numbers such that lim n→∞ p n = ∞. Hence, the first guess for an equivariant version of Theorem 5.1 does not lead to the desired result.
The problems encountered in the above example are caused be the appearance of "too many" different isotropy groups and slice-representations for our given action. However, recall from Proposition 2.4 that there exists a maximal, Zariski-open stratum S max in X/ /G over which the type of the slice representation is constant. Using the methods of [Hei88] we prove the following equivariant version of Theorem 5.1. (1) The induced holomorphic map φ : X/ /G → V/ /G is a Narasimhan map and (2) the induced holomorphic map
Proposition 5.2 (Weak Equivariant Embedding Theorem). Let X be a G-irreducible
The main technical part in the proof of Proposition 5.2 is contained in the following lemma, the proof of which is adapted from [Hei88, Sect.4, Lemma 1]. For the reader's convenience we describe the arguments here in some detail. In the following we write A max := A ∩ S max for any analytic subset A ⊂ X/ /G.
Lemma 5.3. Let X be a G-irreducible Stein G-space and let π : X → X/ /G be its analytic Hilbert quotient. For any analytic subset A of X/ /G that intersects the maximal slice-type stratum S max non-trivially the following holds:
(1) There exists an analytic subset A ′ of A with dim(A ′ max ) < dim(A max ), a complex G-module V 1 , and an equivariant holomorphic map φ : X → V 1 that is an immersion along π −1 (A max \ A ′ max ). (2) There exists an analytic subset A ′′ of A with dim(A ′′ max ) < dim(A max ), a complex G-module V 2 , and an equivariant holomorphic map ψ : X → V 2 whose restriction to every closed G-orbit in
Proof. Let A ⊂ X/ /G be an analytic subset such that A max = ∅. Removing the irreducible components which are not of maximal dimension, we may assume without loss of generality that A max is pure-dimensional. We denote the irreducible components of A max by A i , i ∈ I, and choose for 
Since the map φ is an immersion at every point in i∈I π −1 (p i ), we conclude that dim(A ′ max ) < dim(A max ), as desired. Let π V 2 : V 2 → V 2 / /G be the analytic Hilbert quotient. For q ∈ V 2 / /G we set Type(q) := Type(G • q) and define
Ch. III]. Note that we have ψ(x i ) ∈ Ω for all i ∈ I. Let ψ : X/ /G → V 2 / /G be the induced map and set A ′′ := ψ −1 (C), which is an analytic subset of X/ /G. We want to show that for every x ∈ X such that G • x is closed with π(x) ∈ A max \ A ′′ max the restriction of ψ to G • x is a proper embedding into V 2 .
For this suppose that ψ(G
and for this orbit we have Type( 3 we obtain an equivariant holomorphic map φ 1 : X → V 1 to a complex G-module V 1 that is an immersion at every point in π −1 (S max ). Additionally, by a repeated application of the second part of the same lemma we obtain an equivariant holomorphic map ψ : X → V 2 into a complex G-module whose restriction to every closed orbit in π −1 (S max ) is a closed embedding. Let V := V 0 ⊕ V 1 ⊕ V 2 and let φ : X → V be the product map.
Let π V : V → V/ /G denote the quotient by the G-action and let φ : X/ /G → V/ /G be the induced map. Since φ is proper (we started with ϕ 0 which was assumed to be a Narasimhan map), the image of S c max :
V max is an immersion and a closed embedding when restricted to any closed orbit in X max . By [Hei88, Sect. 2, Prop. 2] the restriction of φ to every fibre of π is a closed embedding. Hence, φ is an injective immersion, since φ separates the points of S max . It therefore remains to check that φ| X max is proper, which can be done the same way as in the last paragraph in the proof of [Gre10b, Thm. 9 .6].
CONSTRUCTING GEOMETRIC QUOTIENTS
We continue to consider the action of a complex-reductive group G on a Stein space X as well as the induced action of an algebraic subgroup H of G. In this section we prove the existence of an H-invariant Zariski-open dense subset Ω of X that admits a geometric quotient p : Ω → Q with the properties listed in parts (1) -(3) of the Main Theorem.
The idea of proof is to use the Weak Equivariant Embedding Theorem established above in order to reduce to an algebraic situation. Then classical results on algebraic transformation groups and especially Rosenlicht's theorem will allow us to show the existence of geometric quotients for algebraic subgroups H ⊂ G.
In order to avoid the corresponding technical difficulties we show in Section 6.1 that it is sufficient to treat the H-irreducible case. In Section 6.2 we then discuss the universality properties of (algebraic) geometric quotients before we prove the existence of geometric H-quotients in the final subsection. 
Hence,f is indeed holomorphic on p(U), as was to be shown.
Remark 6.3. Lemma 6.2 can be used to prove the following observation which might be of independent interest: Let H be an algebraic group and let X be an algebraic H-irreducible H-variety admitting an (algebraic) geometric quotient p :
6.3. Existence of geometric quotients for algebraic subgroups of G. Let G be complex-reductive and let X be an H-irreducible Stein G-space where H is an algebraic subgroup of G. Note that X is also G-irreducible. We want to combine the results of the previous two sections in order to prove that geometric quotients for the H-action exist on Zariski-open dense subsets of X.
We introduce some notation in order to prepare the proof of statements (1)-(3) of the Main Theorem. Let φ : X → V be the weak equivariant embedding constructed in Proposition 5.2 and let S max be the maximal slice-type stratum in X/ /G. Since the induced map φ : X/ /G → V/ /G is in particular proper, φ(S c max ) is an analytic subset of V/ /G and the set Proof. We use the notation introduced above. We first define the desired set Ω. For the second claim let f ∈ M X (X) H be given. By abuse of notation we denote by f also its restriction to Ω and thus have f ∈ M Ω (Ω) H . Recall that f is holomorphic on dom f = Ω \ P f . Applying Lemma 6.2 we see that P f := p(P f ) is a nowhere dense analytic subset of Ω/H. Since P := p × id P 1 : Ω × P 1 → (Ω/H) × P 1 is a geometric quotient for the H-action on Ω × P 1 , Lemma 6.2 implies that P(Γ f ) =: Γ f is an analytic subset of (Ω/H) × P 1 . We will prove that it is a meromorphic graph.
We summarise our setup in the following diagram.
First, we note that p −1 Ω/H (P f ) = P p −1 Ω (P f ) is a nowhere dense analytic subset of Γ f . Moreover, the restriction of f to dom( f ) is holomorphic, and hence there exists a uniquely defined holomorphic functionf on the open subset p(dom f ) = (Ω/H) \ P f such that p * f = f | dom f . It follows from the construction that over p(dom f ) the graph off coincides with Γ f . In summary we have shown that Γ f is a meromorphic graph over Ω/H. Consequently, there exists a meromorphic function f ∈ M Ω/H (Ω/H) such that Γf = Γ f . By construction this function fulfills p * f = f ∈ M Ω (Ω).
Finally, for the proof of property (6) let H • x and H • y be two orbits in Ω. Then there exists a 1 ≤ j ≤ N such that p * z j (x) = p * z j (y). By the same argument as above p * z j yields an H-invariant meromorphic function on X which separates H • x and H • y.
Applying the observation from Section 6.1 in order to remove the assumption of H-irreducibility finally completes the proof of the Main Theorem.
